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Familiar poems and almost unknown poems. Love
poems and war poems. Funny poems and
heartbroken poems. Poems that re-create the world
we know and poems written on the dark side of the
moon. Poetry by Heart is an essential collection of
over 200 poems, from Geoffrey Chaucer to Emily
Dickinson, from Christina Rossetti to Benjamin
Zephaniah, all carefully chosen for their suitability for
learning and reciting. This is an anthology which
celebrates the age-old pleasure of reciting poems an anthology for all ages to treasure.
Since the end of the eighteenth century, Christopher
Clausen asserts, poetry has steadily declined in
cultural status in the English-speaking world, yielding
its former place as a bearer of truth to the advancing
sciences. As the position of poetry was more and
more threatened, its defenders made ever higher
claims for its importance, even maintaining for a time
that it would take the place of religion. But, though
the Romantics brought about a sustained revival of
serious poetry for a broad audience, the audience
began to dwindle toward the end of the nineteenth
century, and the decline accelerated as the twentieth
century advanced. Though some of the cultural
changes responsible for this retreat were beyond the
control of poets -- "a society in which many people
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find their chief security and sense of meaning
through the possession of certain objects will
produce great advertising, not great poetry" -Clausen finds in this situation evidence of an
abdication among artists. Because modernist poets
and their successors abandoned some
indispensable principles, he believes, serious
contemporary poetry now has virtually no audience
outside of English departments. Yet the need for
poetry "is not less in an era like ours," and "the
opportunities that the end of the twentieth century
offers to poetry will not become fully apparent unless
and until poets take advantage of them."
A poetry anthology featuring a different poem for
every day of the year, each one specifically tied to its
date. The selections range from works by
Shakespeare and Keats to those of T. S. Eliot and
Sonia Sanchez.
An anthology of best-love poems by American poets.
aJoseph Randell offers, most graciously, poetry to glide
over the windsa! he offers the reader a fresh, new
romantic outlook; classical, yet touched with modern
romance. Each poem shines a different light. Ending his
book with a charming poem titled aLove Is, a youall
surely want to re-read Randellas amazing Hallmark-like
poetry. This classy, heart-catching collection will please
all readers seeking romance.a
A collection of poetry for young and old alike.
A popular anthology of English poetry, intended for highPage 2/8
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school students and for the general reader.
An illustrated collection of over 350 English and
American poems, about animals, people, famous events,
the seasons, and Christmas, and including nonsense
verse, inspirational lines, and wisdom in rhyme.

This uncommonly beautiful treasury of love is the
perfect gift for anyone who is in love and for
everyone who dreams of staying in love. A Love
Treasury is filled with memorable love poems, heartstopping romantic love letters, and unforgettable love
songs.Love can be feverish, sweet, maddening, and
wonderful. It can be the one-word answer to the
question, "What is the meaning of life?" This
collection celebrates love and honors its power and
beauty. It explores the depths of love and the
profound changes it can have over one's life. This is
a wonderful cornucopia of love that is richly
illustrated with beautiful, contemporary artwork,
showcased with an exquisite, tactile, flocked cover.
This uncommonly beautiful treasury of love is the
perfect gift for anyone who is in love and for
everyone who dreams of staying in love. A Love
Treasury is filled with memorable love poems, heartstopping romantic love letters, and unforgettable love
songs.Love can be feverish, sweet, maddening, and
wonderful. It can be the one-word answer to the
question, "What is the meaning of life?" This
collection celebrates love and honors its power and
beauty. It explores the depths of love and the
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profound changes it can have over one's life. This is
a wonderful cornucopia of love that is richly
illustrated with beautiful, contemporary artwork,
showcased with an exquisite, tactile, flocked cover.
Gold Medal Winner for Poetry and Special Honours
Award for Best of Anthology at the 2020 Nautilus
Book Awards. One language is falling silent every
two weeks. Half of the 7,000 languages spoken in
the world today will be lost by the end of this century.
With the loss of these languages, we also lose the
unique poetic traditions of their speakers and writers.
Poems from the Edge of Extinction gathers together
50 poems in languages from around the world that
have been identified as endangered; it is a
celebration of our linguistic diversity and a reminder
of our commonalities and the fundamental role
verbal art plays in human life around the world. With
poems by influential, award-winning poets such as
US poet laureate Joy Harjo, Hawad, Valzhyna Mort,
and Jackie Kay, this anthology offers a unique
insight into both languages and poetry, taking the
reader on an emotional, life-affirming journey into the
culture of these beautiful languages. Each poem
appears in its original form, alongside an English
translation, and is accompanied by a commentary
about the language, the poet and the poem - in a
vibrant celebration of life, diversity, language, and
the enduring power of poetry. This timely collection
is passionately edited by widely published poet and
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UK National Poetry Librarian, Chris McCabe, who is
also the founder of the Endangered Poetry Project, a
major project launched by London's Southbank
Centre to collect poetry in the world's disappearing
languages, and introduced by Dr Mandana
Seyfeddinipur, Director of the Endangered
Languages Documentation Programme and the
Endangered Languages Archive at SOAS University
of London, and Dr Martin Orwin, Senior Lecturer in
Somali and Amharic, SOAS University of London.
Languages included in the book: Assyrian;
Belarusian; Chimiini; Irish Gaelic; Maori; Navajo;
Patua; Rotuman; Saami; Scottish Gaelic; Welsh;
Yiddish; Zoque. Poets included in the book: Joy
Harjo; Hawad; Jackie Kay; Aurélia Lassaque; Nineb
Lamassu; Gearóid Mac Lochlainn; Valzhyna Mort;
Laura Tohe; Taniel Varoujan; Avrom Sutzkever.
This Is The First Comprehensive Anthology Of
English Verse Written By Indians, Compiled And
Edited By One Who Himself Was A Poet And A
Critic Of Distinction. Such A Volume Is Of
Considerable Historical Value And Contemporary
Interest, For English Has Been For More Than 150
Years, And Continues To Be, A Vehicle Of Creative
Expression For Many Of Our Poets And Writers. The
Anthology Includes Selections From 108 Poets From
Derozio And Toru Dutt Of The Last Century To A.K.
Ramanujan And Kamala Das Of The Recent Times.
If you need cheering up... If you need guidance... If
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you want to laugh... If you need courage...
Sometimes only a poem will do. In this magical new
collection of our best-loved poems, selected and
introduced by the creators of the bestselling app iF
Poems, discover the joy, solace and beauty of poetry
with your family. Whether you're after a poem that is
charming, funny, sad, silly, magical, sleepy, long or
short, there's something in here for everyone. From
Lear's The Owl and the Pussycat to Tennyson's The
Charge of the Light Brigade to Eliot's Macavity the
Mystery Cat, these are poems to pass down the
generations. A favourite poem will stay with you for
life, and this beautifully illustrated collection for
children aged 0 to 90 is sure to delight and entertain
for years to come.
Illustrated collection of favourite classic poems which has
appeal for young and old readers.
A splendid collection of over 200 poems by English and
American authors, this volume brings the rich variety and
creative power of the poetic imagination to every reader.
Unique to this edition is the beautiful artwork on each page,
sixteen different delicate designs. Poetry lovers will find works
that inspire, influence, and move them to laughter, tears, or
quiet thoughtfulness. There are works from Milton and
Wordsworth, from Shakespeare and Byron. There are old
friends, such as Edgar Allen Poe's "The Raven," Tennyson's
"Break, Break, Break," and Longfellow's "The Wreck of the
Hesperus," and less familiar poems such as W. O. Bourne's
"The Heart's Fine Gold," and Bayard Taylor's "The Goblet."
Here, too, are unfamiliar works, selections by unknown poets,
and neglected pieces of the masters. This collection provides
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the joy of rediscovering an old friend, the surprise in meeting
a new one, and an introduction to the lasting pleasure of
poetry.
980 works are included in this collection of English and
American poetry. Includes interpretive and biographical
material.
This treasury is a collection of lyric poems and some of my
college poetry, which I have written and put together in this
simple book. The lyric poems are “songs,” which discuss all
aspects of the American lifestyle. I have composed music for
most of them even though all of it may not be written down. I
start with ordinary social gatherings and expand into the joys
and lulls of love and romance. I sing to the people of America
and anyone else who will listen. I write about some different
types of music that personify our culture. I try to give some
cheer to the depressed and sing about growing up in
Southern California. Sometimes it is just a song in passing
about someone I have known or simply care about. This is my
contribution to the American heritage. There is much more,
and it would please me if you read on and learn about a
softer side of life.

An anthology of the best world poetry spanning 46
centuries and containing over 850 poems by over
400 poets
A Compendium of best-loved verse, this giant
anthology of over 440 poems contains many of the
favorite poems of the American people. Thios
volume celebrates the ability of poetry to capture in a
few words the thoughts and emotions that reach to
the heart of human experience.
All the magic of the English language comes alive in
this superb collection of poetry which is crammed full
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of classic poems for children and adults to share.
An anthology of poems, limericks, and nonsense
verses by British and American writers about nature,
music, animals, love, and other topics.
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